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We show that if X, is a continuous martingale with X,=0 then the quantity 
sup, E(X, log(M,!/M,- )) defines a norm on H, martingales equivalent to the usual 
norm. Here M,+ and M,- are one-sided maximal functions. This result is a 
generalization of Gundy’s theorem that a positive martingale is in H’ if and only if 
it is in L log L. 0” 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, be a continuous martingale with X,=0. In this paper we will 
show that the quantity 
is a norm on the space of H’ martingales equivalent to the usual norm. 
Here 
M: = sup X,, 
.v < , 
M;- = sup -X,, 
J < I 
We will denote by H’(T) the “real variable” H’ space on the unit circle 
T, i.e., the space of real-valued functions f such that both j” and its Hilbert 
transform f belong to L’(T). A classical theorem of Zygmund [6] states 
THEOREM A. Suppose f is a positive function on T. Then f E H’(T) if 
and only if 
s flog+ f<CO. T  
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The probabilistic version of this is 
THEOREM B (Gundy [4]). If X, is a positive martingale, then XE H’ if 
and only if 
sup E(X, log+ X,) < 00. 
I 
The result we will prove is in a certain sense an extension of Theorem B. 
It was suggested by the following two theorems: 
THEOREM C (Fefferman and Stein [3]). (H’)* = BMO. 
THEOREM D (Coifman and Rochberg [ 11). Suppose cp E BMO( W). 
Then 
cp=alogg*-/?logh*+b 
where g and h are locally integrable functions on R” such that the Hardy- 
Littlewood maximal functions g* and h* are ,$‘nite a.e., and h E LW(R”). 
Moreover. 
lIdI*= 1x1 + IPI + Il~ll,*. 
Shiota has proved the probabilistic analogue of Theorem D [S]. 
Together Theorems C and D imply 
COROLLARY [ 11. Suppose f E H’(W). 
llflIf/lZ sup jflos~+IlfII,~ 
x:.h E L 
(2) 
where L denotes the class of locally integrable,functions on W”. 
Here the integral must be interpreted in the usual H’-BMO sense. 
Coifman and Rochberg note the similarity between (2) and Theorem A. 
They conjecture that perhaps on the unit circle there is a connection 
between j f log f * and f 6 HI, i.e., 
llf ll,l~jTf logf *+ llf IlLI 
However, we note the following 
(3) 
EXAMPLE. If f E L’( T) is odd on (-7~ rr) then f * is even. This makes 
flog f * odd and hence Jf log f * = 0. Thus (3) would imply that every 
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odd function in L’(T) belonged to H’(T). In fact, if f is odd, positive on 
(0, R), and bounded near 0 and 7c it is not difficult to show that SE Hi if 
and only if f~ L log L, so this is not the case. 
A conjecture which behaves properly with respect to the above example 
is 
Theorem A is easily extended to functions which are bounded below. In 
this case (f- )* is bounded and the conjecture is essentially equivalent to 
Theorem A. The result we will prove in this paper is the probabilistic ver- 
sion of this conjecture. We will also show that the process X, log(M,?/M;) 
is a submartingale. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let 52 be a probability space, with {F,, 0 < t d cc } an increasing set of 
right-continuous sigma fields. Let X, be a martingale with respect to F,. We 
shall always assume that X,, = 0 and that the sample functions t + X, are 








Note that these are all non-negative. For M; # 0 define 
Q,=Q(X,,=g. 
f 
The space of H’ martingales consists of those martingales X, for which 
the norm 
IWII H’ = sup M, 
r-cm 
(4) 
is finite. An excellent reference for the HP theory of martingales is Durrett’s 
book [2]. 
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3. CONTINUITY OF X log Q 
We will show that sup! E(X, log Q,) is a norm in the next section by 
showing that it is equal to an expression that is more obviously a norm. 
Considering the expression E(X, log Q,) as a norm presents two immediate 
questions. First, we must consider the possibility of expressions such as 2 
log(2/0). Because of the oscillatory properties of continuous martingales, 
M,? = 0 implies M,- = 0 with probability one and vice versa. It is natural to 
define 0 log(O/O) = 0. Thus, with probability one, X, log Q, is defined for all 
z. In Proposition 2 below we will show that X, log Q, is a.s. continuous for 
all t. 
Second, X, log Q, is a signed quantity, and thus it is not obvious that the 
expectation is positive. However, it is natural to expect that X will tend to 
be positive where Q > 1 and negative where Q < 1. In fact, we have the 
following pointwise control on the negative part of X, log Q,: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let t>O. Then 
(A’, log Q,, <$. 
Proof: Suppose X, log Q, < 0. This implies X, and log Q, have opposite 
signs. We shall assume that X,>O and log Ql ~0; the other situation is 
handled in an analogous manner. This implies that IV,+ <M,- = M,. We 
apply the simple estimate that x log(b/x) < (b/e) for 0 < x < h to get 
(X,logQ,, GM: log$T. 
We will now show that X log Q is continuous with probability one. 
PROPOSITION 2. X, log Q, is a continuous,function of t on [0, co) as. 
Proof We will use the fact (see, e.g., [2, p. 761) that a continuous mar- 
tingale is a Brownian motion with a change of time, i.e., there is a con- 
tinuous, nondecreasing random function T(t) with T(0) = 0 such that 
x, = WT(,,? where W, is Brownian motion started at 0. Then X, log 
Q(X,) = Wi-cr, log Q( IV,,,). Since continuity is invariant under continuous 
changes of time, it suffices to prove the proposition for X, being Brownian 
motion. For Brownian motion started at 0, we have (with probability one) 
M,+ > 0, M,- > 0 for t > 0. Thus the only question of continuity is at t = 0, 
where we have defined W, log Q( W,) = 0 log(O/O) to be 0. Hence it is 
enough to prove that lim, _ 0 W, log Q, = 0. 
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We have the following explicit distribution for M,? (see, e.g., [2, p. 231): 
LEMMA 1. If II > 0, then 
P(M+(W,)>A)= $ ; lrn ,-@‘2r)dr. i 
Let Z, = [e-“-I, eKn ] for na0, and let O<p<cr<i. Set 
A,= (3tEz,,M: 9) 
B,={3t~I,,logQ,>t--8} 
C,= {3td,, MT logQ,>Ya}. 
We will show that P(C, i.o.) = 0, which implies lim supr +0 MT log Q, -+ 0. 
It is clear that C,cA,u B,. By the Law of the Iterated Logarithm for 
Brownian motion (see, e.g., [2, p. 15]), it follows that P(A, i.o.)=O. It 
remains to show P( B, i.o.) = 0. Since MT and M; are increasing functions 
we have 
B,, c log 
Mi, p >e’“+l’P 
M,n- I 
c {M>n>&ex~(4B-!,))} 
u (MC:,-, <,/?exp(n(fl-{)-e’“+““)}. 




= C exp( -e”“) + C exp(@ - e(” + I )a). 
Thus C, P(B,) < co, and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma P(B, i.o.) = 0. In a 
similar manner one obtains lim SUP,,~ M; log Q, = 0, and thus 
lim SUP,+~ W, log Q, = 0. By Proposition 1, W, log Q, > - (M,/e) and 
thus lim inf, _ 0 W, log Q, 3 0, which finishes the proof of the proposition. 
4. X log Q DEFINES A NORM ON H' 
In this section we will prove our main result. First we observe that 
M,<M: +M,- <2M, (6) 
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and hence it is easy to check that 
Ill XIII = SUP Jwf: + M, 1 (7) 
defines a norm on H’ equivalent to the usual one defined by (4). We will 
use this norm in the following 
THEOREM 1. Suppose X, is a continuous martingale with X,=0. Then 
XEH’ ifand only zysup, E IX,log Q,l < 00. In this case, 
lllXlll~~ = SUP E(X,log Q,,=EW, log Qz). 
The proof requires the following lemma, which is a consequence of a 
simple stopping time argument (see, e.g., [2, p. 1471): 
LEMMA 2. Let t E [0, GO ). Then for 1> 0 
AP(M,? >;1)=E(Xl,,,+>,) 
lP( M,- > A) = E(X1 M- > ;.). 
Moreover, if {X,} is a uniformly integrable martingale then t = co is 
allowable. 
Proof of the Theorem. Under either hypothesis of the Theorem we have 
sup, E((J-, log Q,,-) < ~0. This is immediate if we assume 
sup, E( IX, log Q,l) < co and follows from Proposition 1 if we assume 





.-lM->J- $E((X, j;‘;)-) 
= 4(X, log Q,) ~ ) 
This justifies the interchange in the order of integration in the following 
calculation, done with the aid of Lemma 2. 
E(M: +M,)= jm P(M,? >A)+ P(M;- >A)dA 
0 
= s om ; (E(X1 ,+>i)-E(Xl,m>>))d’* 
= W-, log Q,). (f-4) 
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Taking the supremum over t < co, we have 
IIIXIII = sup E(X, log Q,). I 
It follows from Proposition 1 that 
IX, log Q,l LX, log Q, + (2/e) M,. (9) 
We deduce from (6), (S), and (9) that 
E(M,) d E(lX, log Q,l) 6 6’ + (‘J/e)) EM,) 
and hence XE H’ if and only if supr E( IX, log Q,l) < co. 
If XE Hi then {X,] is uniformly integrable since IX,1 d M,. Hence, we 
may repeat the calculation (8) using Lemma 2 with t = co to obtain 
E(M; + M,) = E(X, log Qm). 
Since M,? and A4,- are increasing, we have 
sup E( MT + M; ) = E( M; + M, ). 
Hence, jijXj]l = E(X, log Q,), and this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose XE H’. Then the family {X, log Q,, 0 6 t < CC } is 
uniformly integrable. 
ProoJ: We deduce from Proposition 1 that for all t 3 0 
X,logQ,+M,>O. (10) 
As t -+ CC we have pointwise convergence: 
X,logQ,+M,-X, log Q,+M,. (11) 
It follows from the proof of the Theorem that E(X, log Q,) + 
E(X, log Q,) and from the monotone convergence theorem that E(M,) + 
E(M,). Thus we also have convergence of expectations: 
JW’, log Q, + M,) + E(J-, log Q, + Mm 1. (12) 
For a non-negative random variable pointwise convergence and con- 
vergence of expectations implies convergence in L1 and uniform 
integrability. Thus (lo), (1 l), and (12) imply that {X, log Q, + M,, 
0 d t 6 cc } is uniformly integrable. Since M, < M, the family {M,, 
0 < t < co } is uniformly integrable, and we conclude that {X, log Q,, 
0 < t < co } is uniformly integrable. 
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5. SUBMARTINGALE PROPERTY OF X log Q 
We will now prove that X, log Qt is a submartingale. We shall do this 
first for martingales in discrete time. Let X, be a bounded discrete time 
martingale with respect to a-fields Fk, k 2 0. Let c( > 0 and suppose that Y 
and Z are random variables bounded below by a and measurable F,. Then 
define 
A: = ypc, y> 
li;l, any{ -Xk, Z}. 
We have introduced the random variables Y and Z so that ff: > c1 and 
fi; 3 tl, and also to facilitate the proof of Lemma 5. We define 
& = (&:/lG,). 
The key observation to proving the submartingale property is the following 
LEMMA 3. For k 2 1, X, log(Q,/Q, _ ,) > 0. 
ProojI From the definition of Qk we have 
Suppose X, 20. Then iii: bfi,t_, and fi; = I@, ,. If X, ~0, then 
tii;lk=liikp, and fi; 2 A,, . In either case, X, log (Qk/QkP ,) 2 0. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose X, is a bounded martingale. Then X, log Qk is a sub- 
martingale. 
Proof. If IX16 m then IX, log Qk( <m log (m/a) and hence is bounded. 
We must show 
~(&b&?-X,~ Jo&-, I Fkp,)>O. (13) 
We write 
Qk xJog&,-x,~,logQ,~,=x,log - 
i 1 a- 1 
+wk-Xk-,wkdk-,~ 
(14) 
and observe that, since &, ~ I is measurable Fk _, , 
E((&-L,)logk, I Fk~,)=log&,-,E(X,-X,~, I FL,) 
= 0. 
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Hence, taking conditional expectations of (14) and using Lemma 3 we 
deduce (13). 
We now consider the continuous version of the above lemma. Let c1> 0 
and define 
a,, = sups < ,(X,9 M) 
suPs<,(-~s NJ' 
LEMMA 5. Let X, be a bounded martingale with X0 = 0 and having con- 
tinuous sample paths. Then for any a > 0, X, log QZ,, is a submartingale. 
Proof: Let s, t 2 0 with s < t. We must show 
w-, 1% a,, - x.5 1% e,,, I f-J a 0. 
For n > 0 and k = O,..., n set t,=s+k(t-s)/n. Let Tk=Xfk and 
&: =max{M;t,X ,,..., X,, cc}, 
D; = max{ M,, -8, ,..., -zk, cl}, 
(15) 
and 
Then fk is a martingale with respect to the o-fields Gk = F,,. Thus, by the 
previous lemma, with Y=max{M,+, N) and Z=max{M,;, CC}, 
E(&log&i&-, logs,&, 1 G,-,)>o 
and hence 
Summing over k we deduce 
E(gn log Qn - & log Q0 1 G,) 3 0. 
By definition, %,, = X,, p0 = X,, and Q0 = Q,,,. From the continuity of the 
paths of X, it follows that Q n -+ Q,,, as n + co. We now obtain (15) from 
the bounded convergence theorem. 
We conclude by extending this result to continuous H’ martingales. 
THEOREM 2. Let X, be an H’ martingale with X0 =0 and having con- 
tinuous sample paths. Then X, log Q, is a submartingale. 
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Proof: First, we observe that IX, log Q,,J 6 IX, log Q,l for all c1> 0. 
Thus if X is a bounded martingale we can apply the dominated con- 
vergence theorem to Lemma 5 to prove that X, log Q, is a submartingale. 
To prove the Theorem for unbounded martingales, we use stopping 
times to reduce it to the bounded case. Let z, = inf{ t: IX,\ > n} and let 
yt2.t = x, A Tn. Since z, is a stopping time Y,,, is a martingale, bounded by n. 
Hence Y,,, log Q( Y,,,) is a submartingale. We observe that by Theorem 1 
E(Y,,,logQ(Y~,,))=E(M+(Y,,,)+M~(Y,,,)). 
By the monotone convergence theorem 
lim E(M+( Y,,) + M-( Y,,,)) = E(M+(X,) + M-(X,)). 
n-m 
Thus, letting n + co, Y,,, log Q( Y,,,) +X, log Q, both pointwise and in 
expectation. As in the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 1, this implies 
that i Y,,, log Q( Y,,,) > . 1s a uniformly integrable family and tends to X, log 
Q, in L’. Hence X, log Q, is also a submartingale. 
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